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My Fellow Pilots,
Well, here we are another month and I put pen to paper to express my thoughts about our flying club and the RC modeling hobby as we know it. During last month we had some very good flying weather, light winds, sunny days and almost no rain. But alas, mother nature is fickle, and the windy weather set in. Here we are in February, and we had
over two weeks of not-so-great flying weather. Unlike other hobbies, ours has facets that we can enjoy both inside
and out. Over the years the Almost-Ready-to-Fly (ARF) as we know them has taken over the hobby. True it is easier,
relatively simple and takes little or no time at all. But while the last two years have been strange to say the least, it has
breathed new life into the building facet of our beloved sport. Long hours at home with no where to go and plenty of
time on our hands is the best recipe for building a new kit or maybe a kit we have had for some time. We just need a
reason to take on that project airplane. Often times we look for ways to speed up the build to flying time focusing on
the completion of the project instead of the journey or the build itself. I think there is something special about flying a
model you have built over time. The attention to detail, focus and concentration during the build process is priceless.
While you build the model your mind wonders around ideas of what the real aircraft was like. We did not know
exactly how well the model will fly during the time we are building the aircraft. Keeping our focus on getting the basics
right in the hope that this will help ensure a successful flying model. Concentrating on the details like the Center of
Gravity (CG), proper weight, propellors and motors along with ensuring that all the control surfaces are straight and
functional.
Each model we build is in a way an expression of the builder themselves. No two model kits turn out exactly alike. IF
you are flying an ARF then your aircraft tis not as unique as you think. But a built-up model is as unique as they can be.
Sure, they start from the same material, but who has not modified their model during the build to suit their preferences. Maybe the changes are based upon an article you have read in one of the many RC magazines over the years,
or possibly the advice you got from a fellow modeler. No matter what the change was it now has made your model
unique. It is one of a kind and we have yet to get to the finishing part of the project. Every model ends up with some
form of covering or paint scheme, in a certain way a model with no coloring or markings is unique. As you walk
around the airfield take a moment to notice at the numerous color schemes and details on the models that our members fly. There are very few planes that look alike, and most are quite unique to our flying club. The bright colors of
sport planes alongside the matte schemes of the classic warbirds, the subtle colors of the training aircraft to the flashy
schemes on the EDF jets.
As we wait for the blustery season to end and better flying conditions to arrive, we can spend our time building a newmodel, making something unique to add to your ranks of flying models. Making something that you can be proud of
and maybe bring back some fond memories of past enjoyment of our hobby.
Thank you and have a great flying day
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Meeting Notes
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•

Please take a moment and say “Hello” to our new members as you meet them at the flying field. It is
very important to the club that everyone feels welcome and has a great time in the club.

•

We need folks to help with keeping our runway and area up to standards. If you are inclined to volunteer
please let one of the officers know and they will direct you to the person leading the maintenance
efforts.

•

Let’s keep the airfield clean! Please pick up all trash and cigarette butts off the ground. The airfield is a
great place for our club. We have amenities and a great flying location. As we look to attract new members and retain current ones it is imperative that we keep the location looking good. Please do your part
in helping everyone have a great flying experience.

•

We are happy to announce the improvement of the helicopter/control line portion of our club. There
has been efforts to make the area across from our field more conducive to flying Helicopter and Control
Line aircraft and the interest is growing.

•

We would like to thank all those who donate equipment to the club whether we auction it or use it ourselves it is a great expression of one those who care for our sport and a beautiful memory of the ones
who have taken their final flight.
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Are sure the big red part is the tail?

If I let this go now it will be really exciting for the
pilots in the pit area!

Let see, if you can get the yellow circle to eat the
little ghosts you will get extra points…..
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Do you think anyone noticed we do not have a plane?

Let me think, you expect me to fly something today?

The new RC model, Pilot is optional...
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Hawker Sea Fury
FlightLine presents its Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 in the livery
of a VX730/109/K of the 805 NAS, Korea 1951. Constructed using EPO foam, this model uses carbon tubes and
plastic parts to reinforce the removable wings and control surfaces. Screws allow the wing and elevator to be
easily removed. The four panel split flaps are reinforced
with lite plywood, and the fuel tanks can be glued on at
the owner's discretion. To maximize performance efficiency, FlightLine's Sea Fury features a four bladed propeller and 580Kv motor to achieve satisfying scale performance at 135kph/83mph speeds. An optional two bladed
power system (sold separately) can be purchased to
reach 150kph/93mph level speeds on the same 4s 14.8v
battery.

Manufactured By:

RC Hobby Suppliers
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FlightLine
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Take a moment and visit the following business if you are in need of their services. We are part of the community and
growth is key to our enjoyment, longevity and success as a model airplane club. By furthering our relationships with folks
who have businesses in our area we can promote our club and our enjoyment of RC Flying sport to our community.

Contact Us by Mail at:
West Pasco Model Pilots Association Inc
PO Box 234 Elfers, FL 34680-0234
“ We promise we will find someone who
can read it”

https://www.modelaircraft.org/

https://www.faa.gov/uas/recreational_fliers/

Editorial Disclaimer…..

The views expressed in this news letter are not necessarily the opinions of the club as an organization. The newsletter is in existence to inform its members and anyone else who is bored enough to
read it. All complaints should be directed to Ralph_the_Wonder_Lama@wedon’treademails.com
But really folks, If you have any questions, comments or would like to see an article in the newsletter then
please contact me by email or phone.
Bruce Border email: beborder@charter.net 270-304-5231
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